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Agenda

Welcome, Notewell, Agenda bash  Chairs  5mins
wijnandsxu-bier-non-mpls-bift-encoding  Wijnands  10mins
bier-pim-signaling  Bidgoli  10mins
hu-bier-bfd  Hu  10mins
zhang-bier-bierin6-00
zhang-bier-flooding-00  Zhang  15mins
xiong-bier-te-encapsulation
zcxh-bier-te-forwarding  QuanXiong  15mins
huang-bier-te-encapsulation-extension  Huang  10mins
xie-bier-mvpn-mpls-p2mp-00  LiuYisong  10mins
purkayastha-multicast-http-using-bier  Purkayastha  10mins
(Re)Charter discussion  WG  Remainder
Document Status

Editor’s Queue
draft-ietf-bier-architecture (RFC8279)
draft-ietf-bier-mpls-encapsulation

EoWGLC – waiting shepherd write-up
draft-ietf-bier-mvpn
draft-ietf-bier-ospf-bier-extensions
  some list discussions..
draft-ietf-bier-isis-extensions
  some list discussions..
draft-ietf-bier-idr-extensions

Ready for wglc?
Charter?

IETF Forwarding plane:
   IP
   MPLS
   BIER
Move to standards track?
Ship it and shut it?
Leave open for future applications?